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▪ Generally, a hybrid power plant combines a 

solar PV facility with battery storage

▪ Batteries can help reshape the solar across 

more hours
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Hybrid Power Plants



▪ The output of a wind, solar or battery plant, 

originally DC, has been converted to AC

▪ The conversion (inverting) results in losses
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AC & DC Considerations

Losses



▪ To qualify for the tax credit, a hybrid plant has 
limits on taking power from the grid to charge 
the battery

▪ The hybrid plant likely also has an 
interconnection limit on how much power can be 
delivered to the grid

▪ These can be modeled in GridView using 
nomograms:

• Output of solar + battery < grid limit

• Battery charging – solar generation < 0
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Production Tax Credit



▪ 1,500 MW Solar Array

▪ 500 MW Battery

▪ 1,000 MW Interconnection

▪ Solar output that cannot be put on the grid 

can be stored in the battery

▪ When solar output is less than the grid limit, 

the battery can make up the difference
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Example



▪ A single inverter/recitifier between the grid and 
the hybrid project, sized to the grid limit

▪ Since solar array and battery are both DC, the 
DC-AC-DC losses can be avoided between them

▪ How can this be modeled in GridView?
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Cost Savings



▪ Proportional Load-Following Hydrogeneration

▪ Hydroelectric energy can be shaped over time to 

load, or load minus renewables

▪ This avoids spilling renewables using hydro

▪ But a battery can also shape renewable output

▪ At a hybrid project, the battery should shape the 

renewable before the hydro does

▪ How can this be modeled in GridView?
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The Other Consideration
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